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disorder, the Gordon Riots. These exploded only after months of
incendiary propaganda and days of virtual encouragement to bum and
destroy. In a frenzy of No-Popery the mob burned Lord Mansfield's
property, but would not tolerate looting. Law-abiding conduct is not
news and we hear little about it. As compared with Paris, London was
without a police, but it was admittedly a safer place, both as regards
crimes of violence and the dangers of street traffic. A contribution to the
safety of London, omitted in the text, was gas lighting: first installed in
1807, almost fifteen miles of rapidly expanding gas mains by 1815.
Turbulence was mitigated by humour and good nature. Grosley, a
Frenchman visiting London in 1765 was impressed by
... the great care they take to prevent the frays almost unavoidable amidst
the eternal passing and repassing of carriages in the most frequented streets,
some of which are exceedingly narrow. If, notwithstanding the great care of
the coachmen and carmen to avoid them, there arises some confusion and
perplexity, their readiness to turn aside, to retire, to open, and to lend each
other a hand... prevents this confusion from degenerating into one of those
bloody frays which so often happen at Paris.
In 1779, an American visitor was astonished by the number of places of
'dissipation and pleasure', but he notes also
How willingly people submit to practice or usages calculated for the common
benefit, is evident in large cities. The urbanity in the City of London is
extremely remarkable. No coercive laws would obtain so explicit an obe-
dience as is here voluntarily given to customs calculated for convenience. *
In the aftermath of World War IE it seems striking evidence of a fun-
damental orderliness that, despite industrial distress and political un-
rest, the expected increase of crime did not take place after the Peace of
1815.
To look for origins of the Welfare State is irresistible today. No
doubt they can be traced to a Poor Law that (in theory) gave everyone
in England (not in Scotland or Ireland) the right to maintenance some-
wkere* But this was qualified (to put it mildly) by the Law of Settlement
and the manoeuvres of parish officers. A cynic might see the Welfare
State in the episode of opening the Foundling Hospital to all poor in-
fants, the cost to be borne by die state. The intentions were excellent,
* H. C Van Schaack, Life of Peter Van Schaack, New York, 1842, pp. 162,238.

